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2. Hypothesis

4. Variables
Effect variable

Cause exposure variable(s)

1. Motivation

5. Design decisions3. Cause - Effect

6. When to stop?

current
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Time:

Negative effect:

can be tested

Other current
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Constraints and Assumptions

Randomization check (A/A)

Manipulation check

one way

user observation

user research

user feedback

global research
What triggered you to have idea or what supports it?

real usage data

State your hypothesis and check if all properties apply

State your hypothesis in a cause - effect (if x then y) statement(s). Are you sure it’s one way relation?

Start thinking about the experiment and standard design.

Note any constraints, assumptions, comments for any box in the canvas.

Define ALL time and metrics that will define your evaluation moment when it’s going good or bad.
Also define decision what then?

Define all variables that are required/interesting to your experiment and mark their properties.
Find out current values and their units before starting experiment.

Minimum success  : 

decision

<state here the ‘sources’ of your motivation and choose
‘level of confidence’ on the right>

<state here your hypothesis in a cause-effect form 
and make sure all properties apply>

<seperately define cause and effect and make sure it’s one-way, 
meaning that effect cannot influence cause>

<define fixed timeframe of experiment>

<feature name goes here>

<define measurable variable for effect and it’s current value and unit>

<define minimum success level that justifies 100% impl>

<define measurable variable(s) for exposure to the cause>

<define any measurable 
variables that maye have 
influence or can be influenced 
by your experiment, check all 
that apply, note current value 
and unit>

<define a level of any variables that are braker level for 
the experiment>

<define final population, sample and platform, make sure
sample can be extended to population>

Platform(s):

Sample:

Population:

Cause:

Effect:
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